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Abstract— We are currently experiencing an explosion of 

cloud technologies. However, a cloud service administrator 

may be an untrustworthy third party. Therefore, companies 

dealing with confidential information cannot use a public 

cloud. In this paper, we propose a method for preventing the 

leakage of private information on a cloud schedule service. 

In this method, even a cloud administrator or a hacker who 

steals a cloud service login key cannot read the true schedule 

because the schedule date is altered and schedule content is 

encrypted. Consequently we can safely use a public cloud 

schedule service with this method. We also evaluated the 

method’s performance using an actual alteration program 

on Google server. We implement the proposed method and 

show the performance is practical by evaluating actually. 

Keywords-cloud computing; Internet security; privacy; 

Google Calendar; schedule service; date alteration. 

I. INTRODUCTION  

We are currently experiencing an explosion of cloud 

technologies. However, by considering “cloud” as a social 

infrastructure, we must also consider security [1]. For 

example, a cloud system is not managed by a user; 

therefore, cloud users cannot be certain that their critical 

information is actually safe [2]. 

Since schedule services are useful for a variety of 

fields, many people use them to manage their personal 

scheduling information. However, companies are unable 

to use scheduling services because information may 

include private or confidential information [3]. If there is 

a malicious administrator in the cloud, he might steal a 

user’s privacy information or confidential information. If 

a malicious administrator exploits a company’s 

confidential information, such as an important meeting 

schedule or customer information, its finances and 

reputation may be seriously damaged [4]. 

To solve this problem, it is necessary to protect 

private or confidential information from third party 

tapping. It is easy to preserve privacy or confidential 

information by encryption with respect to documents. The 

contents of a schedule can be encrypted on the schedule 

server. However, the schedule dates cannot be encrypted 

on the schedule server because if the value of the 

encrypted data becomes binary, the value cannot be saved 

in the schedule server as a schedule date. Therefore, the 

encryption of schedule dates cannot be used with a 

calendar service without changing the calendar interface. 

In this paper, we propose a method for altering dates. 

The original schedule dates are completely changed to 

different dates. By using both alteration and encryption, a 

schedule can be protected from a third party. This is a 

good solution for managing both security and 

convenience of existing cloud schedule services at the 

same time. Note that we are not concerned here with 

encryption of schedule contents, which is rather simple, 

but with the alteration of schedule dates.  

The organization of this paper is as follows. Section 

II describes related work. Section III introduces our 

alteration method for schedule services. Section IV 

describes the saving and reading algorithms created with 

our method. Section V discusses the evaluation of our 

alteration method. Section VI summarizes this paper. 

 

II. RELATED WORK 

Techniques of preserving privacy have been 

discussed for On-Line Analytical Processing (OLAP). 

Furthermore, Database-As-a-Service (DAS), which 

provides data management services for cloud computing, 

has become familiar.  
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Figure 1. Alteration of schedule date in public cloud 

 

Figure 2. Trust model 
  

 

With these technologies, server administrators may be 

untrustworthy third parties; therefore, privacy-preserving 

technologies have been necessary. In OLAP, perturbation 

techniques have been investigated for privacy-preserving 

data mining [5] [6] [7]. Using this technique, original 

values are perturbed and stored in a database; however, 

results of statistical queries remain correct. Consequently, 

privacy as original values is preserved. In DAS, 

cryptography has been commonly used to perform queries 

on encrypted data stored on a database [1] [8] [9]. 

The above techniques need to be applied to the basic 

functions of database systems, and it is necessary to 

replace or develop a new server system to use these 

technologies. On the other hand, we assume a current 

schedule server in the cloud. In this case, data types not 

treated on the schedule server cannot be used. This means 

dates need to be stored as dates in the schedule server 

through APIs. Therefore, dates cannot be encrypted 

because the binary value as an encrypted result cannot be 

stored in the date field in schedule databases. Furthermore, 

an altered date must be able to be decoded back to the 

original date but we need to maintain data mining results 

to be proper. For this reason, we developed a date 

alteration method. 

 

 
Figure 3. Saving schedule 

 

 
Figure 4. Reading schedule 

 

III. CONCEPT OF ALTERATION METHOD OF SCHEDULE 

DATES 

In this section, we describe the methodology and 

reading algorithms for altering dates. 

A. Overview of alteration method 

The process of altering schedule dates is shown in 

Figure 1. First, the original schedule date is prepared on 

the client side. Next, the original schedule is converted to 

a different date by using a password, which is inputted 

and stored on the client side. Finally, the altered date is 

transferred to the cloud server. 

B. Trust model 

A trust model is shown in Figure 2. We assume a 

public cloud is not trusted; consequently, a password of a 

public cloud service for account authentication is also not 

trusted. For example, a security aware cloud [10][11] has 

been proposed with this kind of trust model. For this 

reason, another password (Key), which is different from 

the original password, and alteration of the original 

schedule date have to be prepared. This password must be 

kept on the client side, and there must be alteration and 

encryption modules on the client PC because the PC is 

assumed as trusted. 
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(a) Pattern 1                                                 (b) Pattern 2                                                (c) Pattern 3 

Figure 5. Three patterns of schedule date alteration 
 

 
Figure 6. Relationship between true date and altered date 

 

C. Alteration 

A schematic of saving a schedule is shown in Figure 

3. First, the original schedule data is divided into the 

elements of "true-year (TY)", "true-month (TM)", "true-

day (TD)", "true-time", and "schedule-content” (which is 

the scheduled event).  When the original date is altered, a 

Key, which is prepared by the client, is used. The TY, TM 

and TD are converted into “altered-year (AY)”, “altered-

month (AM)” and “altered-day (AD)” by using an 

alteration algorithm and the Key. We only altered the TY, 

TM, and TD and true-time was not. Note that when the 

true date is altered, the information necessary to confirm 

the true date is created. A detailed explanation of this 

information is described in Section IV. 

A schematic of reading a schedule is shown in 

Figure 4. It is assumed that the TY, TM, and TD are 

known by the client, and true-time and schedule-content 

is unknown. The TY, TM and TD are altered again using 

the same Key. A client accesses the altered date, the 

encrypted schedule contents, and true-time. The schedule 

is decrypted with a Key, and the schedule contents and 

information to confirm the true date are divided. Finally, 

the true date is output using the information for 

confirming it.   

 

D. Date alteration pattern 

We divided our date alteration method into three 

patterns, and examined the efficiency of saving and 

reading a schedule. These three patterns are shown in 

Figure 5. 

In Pattern 1, the day is converted to another within the 

same month, the month is converted to another within the 

same year, and the year is converted to another in the 

entire range of years contained in the system. In Pattern 2, 

the day is converted to another within the same month and 

the month is converted to another in the entire range of 

months contained in the system. In Pattern 3, the day is 

converted into another day within the entire range 

contained in the system. 

The performance and degree of vulnerability differ 

depending on each pattern. This is discussed in more 

detail in Section V. 

 

IV. SAVING AND READIG ALGORITHMS 

  In this section, we describe the saving and reading 

algorithms of dates.  

These algorithms were created using our alteration 

method.  The relationship between true date and altered 

date is shown in Figure 6. The user’s password is input 

and converted into a series of numbers. These numbers 

are defined as a Key. The length of the Key should be 16 

bits when using the exclusive-OR function. Moreover, 

when using a block cipher, the length of the key depends 

on the block cipher algorithm. Both algorithms are 

described as follows. 

 

A. Saving algorithm 

The saving algorithm of our alteration method is 

described as follows. The service’s range means the entire 

period of the calendar in the specific service. Note that 

“A”, “B”, “C”, “D”, and “E” are defined as “year of 

starting date”, “year of terminal date”, “year of true date”, 

“month of true date”, and “day of true date”. 

(1) The difference between the true date and starting 

date of a particular service’s range is calculated. 

a) Pattern 1 

ACyeardif _    (1) 

b) Pattern 2 

)1(12)(2_  DACmonthdif  (2) 

c) Pattern 3 
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The number of days from the starting date to 

schedule date are calculated using the function 

)(
1

xF . Here, )(
1

xF is the number of days. 

),,,1,1,(3_ 1 EDCAFdaydif    (3) 

(2) The temporal values are calculated using the 

exclusive-OR function or a block cipher. 

a) Pattern 1 

KeyyeardifEY  _    (4) 

KeyDEM  )1(     (5) 

KeyEED  )1(    (6) 

The following equations are used if a block 

cipher is used. 

)_( yeardifEEY Key    (7) 

)1(  DEEM Key     (8) 

)1(  EEED Key    (9) 

b) Pattern 2 

KeymonthdifEM  2_2   (10) 

KeyEED  )1(2    (11) 

The following equations are used if a block 

cipher is used. 

)2_(2 monthdifEEM Key   (12) 

)1(2  EEED Key    (13) 

c) Pattern 3 

KeydaydifED  3_3    (14) 

 

The following equations are used if a block 

cipher is used. 

)3_(3 daydifEED Key    (15) 

(3) The calculated values in A-(2) are calculated using 

the “modulo function” to interpose between the 

service’s ranges.  Note that the function is to provide 

the remainder of the division. The value of 

reminders using the mod function is the altered date. 

The value of the quotient using the “division 

function” is the information to confirm the true date 

mentioned in Section II-C. Note that the function is 

to provide the quotient of the division. This 

information is called the Element of Read Data 

(ERD).  ND means the number of days in one month. 

a) Pattern 1 

A quotient is calculated with the altered date as a 

result of the respective divisions. The altered date 

is then determined to be AY1, AM1, and AD1.  

AABEYAY  ),mod(1   (16) 

)12,mod(1 EMAM      (17) 

),mod(1 NDEDAD     (18) 

),( ABEDdivERDyear    (19) 

)12,(EMdivERDmonth     (20) 

Figure 7. Alteration of dates 

 

),( NDEDdivERDday     (21) 

b) Pattern 2 

The year and month are combined and calculated 

as the number of months. SRM is the number of 

months in a service’s range. 

1212)(  ABSRM     (22) 

),2mod( SRMEMAMN    (23) 

 

),2mod(2 NDEDAD     (24) 

),2(_ BEEMdivERD numbermonth   (25) 

),2(2 NDEDdivERDday    (26) 

The altered date is determined to be AY2, AM2, 

and AD2. 

AAMNdivAY  )12,(2   (27) 

1)12,mod(2  AMNAM   (28) 

c) Pattern 3 

SRD is the number of days in a service’s range. 

The days of the system range using )(
1

xF  is 

calculated. 

)31,12,,1,1,(1 BAFSRD     (29) 

1),3mod(  SRDEDADN   (30) 

),3(_ SRDEDdivERD numberday    (31) 

 
 

Using )(
2

xF , the altered date is determined as AY3, 

AM3, and AD3. Here, )(
2

xF provides the altered-

year, altered-month, and altered-day. 

),1,1,()3,3,3( 2 ADNAFADAMAY   (32) 

(4) The contents of the schedule and ERD are 

concatenate. 
(5) The above data is saved to the cloud server as the 

schedule contents. If necessary, the schedule contents 
are encrypted using the Key. 
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Figure 8. Composition of development setting 

 

Figure 9. Final environment 

 

B. Reading algorithm 

The reading algorithm of our alteration method is 

described as follows. 

(1) The altered date is calculated using the requested 

schedule date, and the saving algorithm is used to 

obtain the altered date. 

(2) The schedule contents are read from the altered 

schedule date using the calendar interface.   

 

(3) The ERD is extracted from the schedule contents 

and a true date is calculated. It is necessary to check 

the date because a true date can be altered many 

schedule data to one altered data, as shown in Figure 

7. If this calculated date is equal to the requested 

date, the schedule contents become available; 

otherwise, they are rejected. 

a) Pattern 1 

The reverse order of the saving algorithm 

described in Section III-A is performed. The original 

date is calculated from the ERD. 

AKeyAYABERDTY year  )))(((

     (33) 

1))12((  KeyAMERDTM month  (34) 

1))((  KeyADNDERDTD day  (35)  

 

When the block cipher is used, the true date is 

calculated as follows. 

AAYABERDETY yearKey  )))(((  

     (36) 

1))12((  AMERDETM monthKey  (37) 

1))((  ADNDERDETD dayKey  (38) 

b) Pattern 2 

The number of months from the starting date is 

computed using the altered year and altered month.  

2122 AMAYAMN    (39) 

The original date is calculated from the ERD.  

))(( _ KeyAMNSRMERD

TMN

numbermonth 　

　

     (40)  

ATMNdivTY  )12,(2    (41) 

1)12,mod(2  TMNTM   (42) 

1))2((2 2  KeyADNDERDTD day  

     (43) 

When the block cipher is used, the true date is 

calculated as follows. 

))(( _ AMNSRMERDE

TMN

numbermonthKey 　　

     (44) 

1))2((2 2  ADNDERDETD dayKey  

     (45) 

Note that if “(44)” is applied, “(41)” and “(42)” are 

applied, and TY2, TM2 are calculated. 

c) Pattern 3 

The number of days from the starting date is 

calculated using the AY and AM, and the difference 

in the days from starting date to the altered schedule 

date is calculated using )(
1

xF . 

)3,3,3,1,1,(1 ADAMAYAFADN   

     (46) 

The true date is calculated from the ERD. 

)))((,1,1,(

)3,3,3(

_2 KeyADNSRDERDAF

TDTMTY

numberday 

     (47) 

When the block cipher is used, the original date is 

calculated as follows. 

)))((,,,(

)3,3,3(

_2 ADNSRDERDECBAF

TDTMTY

numberdayKey 　

　

     (48) 

(4) The computed TY, TM, and TD are compared with 

C, D, and E. If the two values are equal, the 

calculated schedule becomes available. 

 

V. EVALUATION AND DISCUSSION 

 

A. Implementation 

We developed alteration modules on "Google 
Calendar" [12], which is a type of software as a service 
(SaaS). We did not use an existing calendar application, 
but we used the Google Calendar API [13] to evaluate the 
algorithm. The environment of this module is shown as 
Figure 8. 
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Figure 10. Results of reading time for one month for three patterns 

 

TABLE I.  RESULTS OF READING TIME FOR ONE MONTH FOR THREE 

PATTERNS 

Number of schedule dates 

per month 

Pattern 1 

(ms) 

Pattern 2 

(ms) 

Pattern 3 

(ms) 

5 353 334 9000 

10 370 359 9333 

15 340 418 9590 

20 409 523 10049 

 
In actual use, Google Calendar applications should be used 
for building the proposed algorithm into the application for 
user convenience, as shown in Figure 9. 

B. Performance Evaluation 

We evaluated the performance of the proposed method 

under the three patterns mentioned in the previous section, 

using the implemented modules discussed in the previous 

subsection. 

B-1) Reading time for a month in all three cases. 

B-2) Reading time for a year in Patterns 1 and 2. 

We did not evaluate the performance of saving 

schedule data because there was no difference in 

performance among the three patterns. Therefore, we only 

evaluated performance of reading schedule data. When 

the schedule data is read, it is usually appropriate to read 

the data for one month or one week. In other words, it is 

not practical to use reading data for one year. However, 

by comparing the performances of the algorithm, the 

schedule data was read for a year. 

For B-1, all schedules within the specified month given 

by a user are read, and the elapsed time of reading the 

schedules was evaluated in the three alteration patterns. 

The measured results for B-1 are shown in Figure 10. The 

elapsed time of Pattern 3 was much longer than those of 

the other two patterns. Patterns 1 and 2 produce the 

schedule for a month when making only one API call. On 

the other hand, Pattern 3 produce the schedule for a 

month by making an API call which is based on the 

number of days in a month. 

 
Figure 11. Results of reading time for one year for Patterns 1 and 2, 

and calculated theoritical value for Pattern 3 

 

TABLE II.  RESULTS OF READING TIME FOR ONE YEAR FOR 

PATTERN 1 AND 2 

Number of schedule dates 

Per month 

pattern 1 

(ms) 

pattern 2 

(ms) 

20 442 3731 

 

There were not many differences in the elapsed time 

for Pattern 3 when the number of schedule dates included 

in one month increased. As a result, the elapsed time did 

not much depend on the number of schedule dates in B-1 

because the number of API calls increased during the 

elapsed time. 

Equation “(49)” is derived from Figure 10. Note that 

“T” is the elapsed time. 

xtxAtT en  )(　   (49) 

 

nt  : The elapsed time when there are no date for 

one API call.  

et  : The elapsed time when there is a date for 

one API call. 

x  : The number of API calls 

A  : The maximum number of API calls 

Here, nt and et  are calculated from the elapsed time, 

which is measured for a month (maximum number of 

days is 31). Note that nt and et  are assumed to be constant 

numbers.  

 

For calling schedule dates of a month, we substitute 

31A , 5x , and 9000T ms  into “(49)”.   

90005)531(  en tt   (50) 

When 10x , 

930010)1031(  en tt   (51) 

From “(50)” and “(51)”, nt and et  are calculated as   
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280nt (ms)   (52) 

344et  (ms)   (53) 

By substituting “(52)” and “(53)” into “(49)”, T is 

represented as 

xxAT  344)(280　   (54) 

When substituting 20x  to confirm the elapsed time, 

996020344)2031(280 　T (ms)   

(55) 

The calculated value was close to the measured value.   

For B-2, we compared the elapsed time of reading 

schedule data for a year. The measured results for B-2 are 

shown in Figure 11. The elapsed time of Pattern 2 was 

longer than that of Pattern 1. This pattern obtained the 

schedule for a year with one API call. On the other hand, 

Pattern 2 obtained the schedule for a year with twenty 

API calls. Only the theoretical value of Pattern 3 was 

published in Figure 11 at this time because this pattern 

was not able to make API calls for a year in the 

experimental environment. 

The theoretical value of the elapsed time was calculated. 

Using “(54)”. 

The elapsed time of pattern 1 is 

3441344)11(280 　T (ms)  (56) 

The elapsed time of pattern 2 is 

38728344)812(280 　T (ms) (57) 

The elapsed time of pattern 3 is 

10348020344)20365(280 　T (ms)

      (58) 

When “(56)”, “(57)” and Table II were compared, the 

actual measurement and theoretical values were close.  

According to Tables I and II, the elapsed time was at 

most 10 seconds. In a cloud environment, it is thought 

that the processing time increases. Therefore, an elapsed 

time of 10 seconds is appropriate for practical use. 

However, since the theoretical value of Pattern 3 was at 

most  about 103 seconds, it is not practical for reading 

schedule dates for a year. 

The elapsed time is proportional to the number of  API 

calls. Therefore, it can be said that Pattern 1 with API 

calls is superior to the others patterns in terms of 

performance. Therefore, the degree of module 

performance is higher in reverse order, Pattern 1 > Pattern 

2 > Pattern 3.  

To improve the elapsed time, it is necessary to develop 

an algorithm for reducing the number of API calls.  

 

C. Security of alteration 

A possible attack is described as follows. 
First, the original schedule date may be predicted by a 

third party. As mentioned in Section II, Pattern 3 is the 
safest pattern because a date is mapped throughout the 
schedule range. Alteration of Pattern 2 is performed day to 
day within a month. Therefore, altered date distribution 

does not change month to month compared to the true 
distribution. Therefore, if a hacker observes a newly added 
schedule, he may know what month the current month is 
because the current month must be the month that the 
number of added schedules is largest. Therefore, it is 
difficult to guess the true date. 

A user prepares a password (Key) beforehand for 
altering the date. However, if the same key is used for a 
long time, the schedule date range will not be large; 
therefore, a hacker can predict the key by brute force. To 
prevent this kind of attack, a user should periodically 
change the key. When the key is changed, it is necessary to 
simultaneously calculate the ERD again. 

Second, the original schedule might be guessed from 
the altered schedule. A schematic of guessing the true 
schedule from an altered one is shown in Figure 12. For 
instance, there are many schedules in 2011, and there were 
few in 2010.  First, 2010 and 2011 are altered to 2030 and 
2005, respectively. It is assumed that the server 
administrator knows the schedule frequency in 2010 and 
2011 of a client. The server administrator investigates the 
altered schedule frequency in 2030 and 2005 and 
compares each year. If it turns out that 2005 had many 
schedules, it may turn out the 2005’s altered schedules are 
equal to those of 2011. This is the same not only for the 
combination of "year and month" but also "month and 
day." Therefore, Pattern 3 is safest, and Pattern 2 is safer 
than Pattern 1.  
 
 

 
Figure 12. Guessing true schedule from altered schedule 
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TABLE III.  AVAILABLE FUNCTIONS AND APIS 

Function of current schedule APIs  
Availability of 

alteration 

Create an event ○ 

Create a new calendar ○ 

Repeat an event ○ 

Privacy settings for individual events ○ 

Edit or view event details ○ 

Delete or remove an event ○ 

Delete a calendar ○ 

Events that last all day ○ 

Color Code an Event ○ 

Edit your calendar name ○ 

Notifications (Daily Agenda) × 

Notifications (Event Reminders) × 

 
 

D. Available APIs 

Schedule dates are all altered on the Google Calendar 
server, so some APIs might not perform properly.  
Existing Google Calendar APIs are listed in Table III. 
Existing schedule services have many functions. For 
instance, a notification API will be set at the date after 
alteration. As a result, an alarm will be activated on the 
wrong date. 

 

VI. CONCLUSION AND REMARKS 

There are various advantages in cloud computing; 
however, there are still many security problems. We 
proposed an alteration method to protect private or 
confidential information from third party tapping. We also 
implemented two alteration modules and evaluated the 
proposed method’s performance in three patterns on 
Google calendar. We found that the method’s performance 
was lower than usage without alteration, but it is still 
useful. We plan to develop a better performing algorithm 
in the future. 

For actual use, Google Calendar applications should be 
used with the proposed modules built into the application 
for user convenience. This is for future work. 
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